Beginners Guide On PHP Programming: Quick And Easy Guide To Learn PHP With My-SQL
The Book - Beginners Guide On PHP Programming is written by James P. Long. This book includes all the basics of PHP, functions, classes, objects, databases used in PHP programming. With this book you can learn professional PHP style, best practices, MY-SQL databases, HTML Forms, PHP graphics and good programming habits. You can become a good PHP programmer by going through this book. Book also contains basic programs written in PHP programming language. Everything is explained with syntax and suitable examples in the book. There are around 30 commonly used programs at the end of the book. In this book you will find: Introduction to PHP Installing PHP PHP basics data types PHP variables PHP operators PHP statements PHP loops PHP objects Declaring properties PHP arrays PHP strings PHP graphics Basic drawing functions PHP functions PHP constants PHP html form PHP date/time functions PHP and mysql database Using paging through PHP PHP programs with output
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Customer Reviews
I have been born and brought up learning programming languages like C, C++ and Java but with the web gaining so much popularity I found it inevitable to be acquainted with one of the most used programming languages for the world wide web. If you have ever analysed the source code for web pages you will find snippets of PHP code that can help you accomplish things or solve your purpose where HTML is of limited use. So in my endeavor to learn this language I came across this book which has really helped me to learn all the basics of the language. The author made a promise in the
introduction that he would keep it simple for the newbies and I felt that promise was fulfilled. Besides the book offers a good logical explanation of all the components of the language. Definitely Recommended for all beginners!

I've been having trouble installing and understanding how PHP works, but after using this guide to help me with the compiling and coming up with the right statements, it has proven quite useful to me. A simple guide for all newbies like me. Warmly recommend.

This is a great book for beginners who are just starting out with PHP programming. You will learn all the essentials you need to about PHP programming. I liked that this book goes straight to the point and teaches you very efficiently.

The moment that I saw this book, I already thought that this will be an interesting topic. It really serves a guide for beginners on PHP Programming. It provides information on how PHP language works, how to use those extensions that comes with PHP and how to design and build your own web applications. I also learned about the PHP strings and constants and PHP with My-SQL database which I find so interesting. As of now, I'm applying what I've learned to be able to create a PHP-enabled webpage. I highly recommend this informative and very attainable book to those people who keep on searching for an easy step to learn PHP with My-SQL.

The book is really for beginners as PHP is a very hard to learn skill most especially when you don't have the right mentor to teach you the PHP. But with this book it is easy to understand for us beginners to learn fast and in a easy way but it doesn't lack for information. It has all the things that we need to know, very detailed and well illustrated book.
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